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THE BOSWELLS SCHOOL – FEEDBACK POLICY  

 

Feedback Policy 

All teachers at The Boswells School, aim to ensure that we provide learners with clear, consistent and 

effective feedback.  As teachers we understand the pedagogy behind feedback, feedforward and feed-

up.  Feedback given to students is constructive and ensures demonstrable progress. 

Students will receive a piece of feedback, in any suitable format, at least once per half term.  Feedback 

is planned into the curriculum and is an integral part of teaching and learning.  

Students should be aware of their flight path targets, current flight path attainment and know some 

of their next steps in learning. 

What will Feedback look like? 

Feedback can take place in many forms.  Teachers are expected to follow curriculum plans and their 

professional judgement when deciding which feedback should be used.  It must be impactful and 

promote progress for students.  Teacher comments and written feedback must be completed in red 

pen.  The strategies that are used to support Feedback include: 

1. Whole Class Feedback Sheets 

2. Verbal feedback to individuals or as part of Whole Class Feedback 

3. Visualiser to model and provide class feedback 

4. Live Marking, using pink for think and green for go 

5. Celebration of successes and good responses 

6. Student self-assessment or peer assessment in green pen 

7. WAGOLL (What A Good One Looks Like) and Model Responses – often indicated with a title or 

yellow box 

8. ACT MAD (Attainment, Comment, Target and Make A Difference) feedback on yellow paper for 

key assessment points 

What is it not? 

Feedback ensures that there is consistency across the school.  As such, we ensure that we do not: 

1. Mark every piece of work 

2. Put ticks on pages and “flick and tick” 

3. Write general comments like “not good enough” 

4. Draw attention to the negative 

5. Use live marking without explaining the next steps (when required) 

6. Use live marking to highlight large portions of text or images 

7. Provide feedback on every piece of work 

When does it take place? 

Feedback opportunities should be planned into the curriculum.  Teachers may also spot other 

opportunities for modelling and live marking during lessons.  It may take place: 
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1. At the point of teaching: likely to be modelling, live marking and verbal feedback 

2. At the end of a task during the lesson: likely to be a WAGOLL and live marking 

3. Away from teaching: likely to be whole class feedback, teacher comment or ACT MAD 

There is a need to provide feedback after each key assessment, and this is a minimum of three times 

per year as per data drop cycle. 

Live Marking 

Live marking exists to provide in lesson feedback to students.  A green highlighter is used to indicate 

a strong/positive response.  A pink highlighter is used to indicate an error or development needed.  

The student is then expected to respond, in green pen, to the pink highlighter.  This may also include 

common SPaG (Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar) errors, such as capital letters or punctuation.  At 

the point of live marking, the teacher is likely to explain the next steps to the students, especially 

where a key error has occurred in their work.  There may be times, for example a spelling error, where 

the student is expected to self-diagnose the mistake. 

Teachers may draw a pink box or pink arrow to indicate where the student needs to respond to their 

feedback.  This is where the student will respond in green pen.  This is likely to be when a significant 

green pen response is needed. 

ACT MAD 

The main principle behind ACT MAD is: 

A – Attainment 

C – Comment 

T – Target 

At key points during the year, students will complete assessments.  These will help inform flight path 

grades.  At these points, the feedback may include the ACT element (above) or may involve whole 

class feedback.  Either way, students will be receiving feedback to help them improve their work and 

understanding.  Students must be given their flight path attainment as part of this process.   The ACT, 

or whole class feedback, could be completed as a bank of comments and teacher indicating relevant 

comments for each student.  These comment banks might be prepopulated and highlighted or ticked 

for each student.  Alternatively, they might be a bank of comments used on whole class feedback to 

indicate WWW (What Went Well) and EBI (Even Better If).  The comment banks must be there to 

support feedback.  The Target must be actionable and understandable for the student.  Whole Class 

Feedback can be used to help students understand their targets and next steps.  Targets must be 

something that they can take forward and feed up.  Best practice makes the comment and target as 

individual to the student as possible.  This can still be achieved through whole class feedback and 

model responses. 

All ACT MAD sheets must be on yellow paper for the students. 

MAD: Students must then be given lesson time to respond to the feedback.  They should use a green 

pen for any written response.  The MAD time is most likely to respond to the T from ACT, or the whole 

class feedback.  It may also involve the use of WAGOLL’s and Model responses.  The student must 

complete this important work. 
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WWW/EBI 

Where peer assessment, self-assessment and specific teacher comments are written, the WWW and 

EBI approach should be used.  Both teachers and students are able to use this for any specific 

comments that are written.  It may well be that this is incorporated into the whole class feedback 

sheets. 

 

 

Best Practice Examples 

Here are some examples of live marking, student response, whole class feedback and ACT MAD 

feedback.  Each curriculum area is likely to have slightly different version of sheets, but the principles 

of feedback are to be consistent across the school. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Whole Class Feedback 
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Live Marking 
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Assessment ACT MAD 


